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As always we welcome any discussions people desire to engage in – for example there have

been several email trails associated with our what is QuEST document:

Jargon based answer:

QuEST (what was the acronym?) QUalia Exploitation of Sensing Technology – QuEST – a

cognitive exoskeleton

• QuEST defines and engineers a new set of processes that will be implemented in a              

computer agent (or set of computer agents) to improve decision quality of a human agent (or               

set of human agents)

• Assumption 1:  decision quality is dominated by the appropriate level of situational

awareness (The perception of environmental elements with respect to time and/or space

and/or logical connection, the comprehension of their meaning, and the projection of their

status after some variable has changed, such as time.)

• QuEST could be considered a new approach to situational assessment (processes that           

are used to achieve situational awareness), situation understanding (comprehension of the          

meaning of the information as integrated with each other and in terms of the individual's goals.               

It is the "so what" of the data), or sensemaking (a motivated, continuous effort to understand               

connections which can be among people, places, and events in order to anticipate their             

trajectories and act effectively" Klein et al., 2006, p. 71) for decision quality

– QuEST agents implement blended dual process cognitive models (have both artificial

conscious and artificial subconscious/intuition processes) for situational assessment

– The artificially conscious processes all are constrained by the fundamental laws of the

QUEST Theory of Consciousness (structural coherence, situation based, simulation / cognitively

decoupled)

– The subconscious/intuition processes do not use working memory and thus considered

autonomous (do not require consciousness to act) –current approaches to Data driven artificial

intelligence provide a wide range of options for implementing instantiations of capturing

experiential knowledge used by these processes.

• QuEST is developing a ‘Theory of Knowledge’ – to provide the theoretical foundations to             

understand what an agent or group of agents can know which fundamentally changes machine             

http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fen.wikipedia.org%2Fwiki%2FVariable_(research)&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNHU98--T6HwVHUJL4xiH7PEEcNvxw


learning from an empirical effort to a  scientific effort

Street speak answer:

• QuEST improves decision quality by providing decision makers computer based decision          

aids that are engineered with both intuition and the ability to do deliberative thinking

• QuEST seeks a mathematical framework to understand what can be known by a person             

or group of people and their computer based decision aids about situations so we can predict               

when more people (or differently trained people) or more information are necessary to make a              

particular decision.

There have also been discussions by various parties on sys1 / sys2 – Type 1/Type 2 and what we

can’t assume is fact in these distinctions – so a discussion on our use of the terms might be

interesting – my suggestion would be using our cloud diagrams (although not clear they are the

basis we built upon and mapping to the terms used by people like Stanovich / Evans is a

mapping NOT a acceptance of all the assumptions people who work in that area make when

using those frameworks).

Then there are many articles that have been circulating between the teams – at a minimum we

need to make all aware of them and our respective parsing of that literature so people can read

the ones that interest them:

Frame-Based Detection of Opinion Holders and Topics:A Model and a Tool, Aldo Gangemi

LIPN, Université Paris13-CNRS-SorbonneCité, France

STLab, ISTC-CNR, ITALY

Valentina Presutti and Diego Reforgiato Recupero STLab, ISTC-CNR, Italy

Abstract—Sentilo is a model

and a tool to detect holders and

topics of opinion sentences. Sentilo

implements an approach based on the neo-

Davidsonian assumption that events and situations

are the primary entities for contextualizing

opinions, which makes it able to distinguish holders,

main topics, and sub-topics of an opinion. It

uses a heuristic graph mining approach that relies on

FRED, a machine reader for the Semantic Web that

leverages Natural Language Processing (NLP) and



Knowledge Representation (KR) components

jointly with cognitively-inspired frames. The

evaluation results are excellent for holder

detection (F1: 95%), very good for subtopic

detection (F1: 78%), and good

for topic detection (F1: 68%).
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INTRODUCTION

Reviewing an active field of research is a bit like writing an unauthorized

mid-career biography. Your subject is not about to reveal its secrets to you, or

even to stand still long enough to allow a coherent story to be constructed. The

task is made especially difficult when the topic is as amorphous as thinking.

As Oden put it in his prior review for this series, "Thinking, broadly defined, is

nearly all of psychology; narrowly defined, it seems to be none of it" (1987:203). Sometimes

thinking is construed as a synonym for all "intelligent

information processing," and sometimes it is construed as the umbrella term

for a range of processes associated with "high-level" cognition, such as reasoning,

categorization, and judgment and decision making. We emphasize the

latter conception of thinking, but our chapter is not organized around those

traditional subtopics, each of which has been reviewed in its own right (see

Medin & Smith 1984; Payne et a11992; Rips 1990). Rather, we are guided by

a piece of folk psychology. Rips & Conrad (1989) found that lay people

believe that virtually all "everyday" mental activities (e.g. reasoning and remembering)

are kinds of thinking, and that thinking is a part of each kind of

mental activity. In keeping with the perceived ubiquity of thinking in cognition,

we review a number of general themes that have emerged in recent

research on the topic, drawing a sprinkling of examples from work in a variety

of subareas.

News Articles

1. Brain Speed

http://ca.news.yahoo.com/record-human-brain-fastest-time-see-image-150431407.html

http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fca.news.yahoo.com%2Frecord-human-brain-fastest-time-see-image-150431407.html&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNH64D10JRmPvyQsCfAlwdGnHPNpcg


human brain can achieve the remarkable feat of processing an image seen for just 13

milliseconds, scientists have found. This lightning speed obliterates the previous

record speed of 100 milliseconds reported by previous studies...scientists showed

people a series of images flashed for 13 to 80 milliseconds. Viewers successfully

identified things like a "picnic" or "smiling couple" even after the briefest of

glimpses..."The fact that you can do that at these high speeds indicates to us that

what vision does is find concepts," study leader Mary Potter, a professor of brain and

cognitive sciences at MIT in Cambridge, Mass., said in a statement." That's what the

brain is doing all day long — trying to understand what we're looking at."... eyes shift

their gaze three times per second, so the ability to process images speedily may help

the eyes find their next target...When a person looks at something, the retina sends

that information to the brain, which processes shape, color and orientation. Potter and

her team aimed to increase gradually the speed at which people could identify images

until they were no more accurate than they would have been if they had guessed the

image...Previous studies suggested the brain takes at least 50 milliseconds to send

visual information from the retina to the "top" of the brain'svisual processing chain

and back again in loops that confirm what the eye saw, so the researchers expected

people would get worse at seeing images shown for less than 50 milliseconds... they

still performed better than chance when identifying images flashed for as little as 13

milliseconds, the speed limit of the computer monitor they used...people were

processing the images much more quickly than scientists believed was possible. One

reason may be that the study participants became faster with practice, and also

received feedback on their performance...findings support those from a study of

macaque monkeys in 2001 that found the animals respond to specific kinds of images

— such as faces — flashed for just 14 milliseconds...studies demonstrate that the

information only needs to flow in one direction, from the retina to the visual brain

areas, in order to identify concepts, without needing feedback from other brain areas.

This ability could give the brain the time it needs to decide where to point the eyes,

which can take only 100 to 140 milliseconds. (It might also explain why some people

report a "sixth sense," when they unconsciously pick up on visual cues in a

scene.)...even though viewers saw the images for only 13 milliseconds, part of their

brain may have continued to process them, because sometimes, participants weren't

asked about the image until after they saw a sequence of images

2. Consciousness as a state of matter

https://medium.com/the-physics-arxiv-blog/5e7ed624986d

while the problem of consciousness is far from being solved, it is finally being

formulated mathematically as a set of problems that researchers can understand,

http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.livescience.com%2F29365-human-brain.html&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNF5b4-C3nDQ-_-nEPeYO06MWVHjsQ
http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.livescience.com%2F29365-human-brain.html&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNF5b4-C3nDQ-_-nEPeYO06MWVHjsQ
http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.livescience.com%2F3919-human-eye-works.html&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNHdUg0hidCKo01qbVwS7m_daE4uPg
http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.livescience.com%2F10753-brain-processes-images-differently-kid.html&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNGBZ_-OvbZAWmMOfCEGOaT9b2Ueyw
http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.livescience.com%2F29417-how-brain-tracks-moving-objects.html&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNE2aqMWGsHrTLCg6lLiOlSs-5jK2w
http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.livescience.com%2F29417-how-brain-tracks-moving-objects.html&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNE2aqMWGsHrTLCg6lLiOlSs-5jK2w
http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.livescience.com%2F42635-esp-sixth-sense-just-vision.html&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNGVr12sKBctb4k4uMep1KmdixuWPg
https://www.google.com/url?q=https%3A%2F%2Fmedium.com%2Fthe-physics-arxiv-blog%2F5e7ed624986d&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNGUEjBp2AkvSfAjoYcnBeLo5EDIdw


explore and discuss...sets out the fundamental problems that this new way of thinking

raises. He shows how these problems can be formulated in terms of quantum

mechanics and information theory. And he explains how thinking about consciousness

in this way leads to precise questions about the nature of reality that the scientific

process of experiment might help to tease apart...he explains how these properties

allow physicists to reason about the conditions under which consciousness arises and

how we might exploit it to better understand why the world around us appears as it

does...Interestingly, the new approach to consciousness has come from outside the physics

community, principally from neuroscientists such as Giulio Tononi at the University of

Wisconsin in Madison...In 2008, Tononi proposed that a system demonstrating consciousness

must have two specific traits. First, the system must be able to store and process large

amounts of information. In other words consciousness is essentially a phenomenon of

information...second, this information must be integrated in a unified whole so that it is

impossible to divide into independent parts...Tegmark borrows the term computronium to

describe matter that can do this and cites other work showing that today’s computers

underperform the theoretical limits of computing by some 38 orders of magnitude...Next,

Tegmark discusses perceptronium, defined as the most general substance that feels

subjectively self-aware...


